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We are pleased to release the ninth issue of a monthly
Chinese Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter in November 2021. The purpose
of this newsletter is to present academic information about the research,
collation, collection, and digitalization of Chinese Buddhist canons and
scriptures. The opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the original
authors and publishers, and do not necessarily reflect those of the Center
for Buddhist Studies, the editors, the editorial board, or the organization to
which the authors are affiliated. If you have questions concerning these
opinions, please contact the original authors and their publishers. 

This newsletter will be a professional information exchange platform for the
study of Chinese Buddhist canons. Its content will include the following: 
 

Publication information, including books, essays, reviews, dissertations,
etc.
Conference information
Scholar information introducing scholars’ achievements, exchange of
ideas, suggestions, and proposals
Research projects, such as project proposals, project introductions, etc.
Current canon collections in World Libraries and Museums
New findings of the scholarship on the Chinese Buddhist canon and
related literature in public and private collections and auctions

  
Because of the different setups in your email clients, the fonts, images, and
layouts in this newsletter may look different. We suggest you click the link "View
this email in your browser" on the top of this message to access the HTML
version. As we prepare this newsletter, our community is facing unprecedented
challenges. We are grateful that you have continued to support
our research Center during the pandemic. If you are willing to support the
Chinese Buddhist canon research or sponsor the publication of this newsletter,
please consider DONATING NOW.   

To our friends near and far, we hope that you stay safe and healthy in 2021 and
that the Buddhist teachings and resources we share can bring some measure
of comfort. If you have any suggestions or would like to contribute information,
please email us at buddhist-studies@email.arizona.edu. 

If you would like to receive monthly emails on this topic, please sign up for our
email list at http://eepurl.com/gb2yaD and select the group
"Chinese Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter."  For those who have already
signed up for our email list, please update your preferences to include
"Chinese Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter."  

Starting from issue 6, we add a new section to the Newsletter, "Research Notes
(zangjing jingyanlu 藏經經眼錄)," which aims to collect scholars' research notes
on Chinese Buddhist canons. From now on, we will welcome submissions of
research notes to our Newsletters. Scholars who are interested, please email
Dr. Zhouyuan Li at zhouyuan.li@dila.edu.tw. 

For previous issues of Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter, please see: Link. 

Forward to a friend 
  
Jiang Wu, Darui Long, Zhouyuan Li and Youteng Bi

Editor’s Notice
Dear all, 
      This is our ninth issue of the monthly Chinese Buddhist Canon Research
Newsletter for November 2021.  As December is getting near, we will soon
enter the Christmas season and will not publish the tenth issue until January
2022.  
      The purpose of our newsletter is to provide readers with the latest academic
information about the research, collation, collection and digitization of Chinese
Buddhist canon and scriptures.  The opinions expressed are those of the
original authors and publishers. I do hope that readers of Buddhist studies
share the information from this newsletter. We need your support. We welcome
suggestions and even criticisms so that we can improve our work.  Thanks very
much.  
      I would like to welcome Dr. Jinhui Wu 吳瑾琿 from the University of Arizona
on behalf of the editorial team as she will be joining the editorial team next year.
Youteng Bi 畢幽騰, doctoral candidate from the Department of East Asian
Studies at the University of Arizona, has done a lot of work for the newsletter
and will be leaving for a while next year. We are deeply grateful for her
dedication and work.  
      Thank all team members for your hard work. You have collected the latest
information about the canon, making great contributions to the study of the
Chinese Buddhist canon. It is through your great efforts that our newsletter, like
a tiny seedling, is growing up. I hope it to grow as tall as a Californian giant
redwood tree.   
       Let me express my best wishes to you all a Happy Thanksgiving, Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
    
Darui Long

I  Books and Research Papers

1. Chi, Li Mei 池麗梅. “Kittanzō gā motozuita <issaikyō genhinjiroku>:Kōrai
shochōbon no saihakken to sono igi 契丹蔵が基づいた《一切経源品次録》——高麗
初雕蔵本の再発見とその意義”(Yiqiejing yuan pinci lu 一切經源品次錄: The
Rediscovery of the Text of the First Korean Canon Edition and its Significances),
Journal of the Research Institute for Old Japanese Manuscripts of Buddhist
Scriptures 日本古写経研究所研究紀要, no. 6(2021): 25-59.  More 

2. Li, Guangkuan 李廣寬 and Lu, Yan 陸燕. “Cong Qisha zang suihan yinyi kan Tang
Song shiqi zhi zhuang zhang sanzu shengmu de yanbian lujing 從《磧砂藏》隨函音
義看唐宋時期知莊章三組聲母的演變路徑” (The evolution of the Three Groups Initials
consonants of Zhi, Zhuang and Zhang in the Tang and Song Dynasties from the
Perspective of the Phonetic Interpretation of Common Words at the End of Cases in
Qisha Canon), Yuyan yanjiu 語言研究 (Studies in Language and Linguistics) 41, no.
1(2021): 54-60.  More

3. Li, Hui 李輝. "Cong Riben Zengshangsi suocang Puning zang tiji kan Yuandai
Baiyunzong de fenbu fanwei ji neibu jiegou 從日本增上寺所藏《普寧藏》題記看元代
白雲宗的分佈範圍及內部結構" (The Distribution Range and Internal Structure of the
Baiyun sect of Yuan Dynasty as Seen in the Inscriptions of Puning Canon Preserved
in Zojo-ji, Japan), Foxue yanjiu 佛學研究 (Buddhist Studies), no. 1(2020): 215-243. 
 More

4. Wu, Hailong 武海龍 and Peng, Jie 彭傑. "Tulufan bowuguan suocang Qidan zang
fojing canpian kaoshi—cong luofunu shuo jiuliao xiaoer jibingjing kan Qidanzang
chuanru Gaochang Huihu de shijian 吐魯番博物館所藏《契丹藏》佛經殘片考釋——
從《囉嚩拏說救療小兒疾病經》看《契丹藏》傳入高昌回鶻的時間" (An Interpretation
of of the Buddhist Scriptures from Khitan Canon Preserved in the Turpan Museum-
Analyzing the time of the transmission of Khitan Canon in Gaochang Huihu Based on
the scripture of the Alleviation of Children's Illnesses), Xiyu yanjiu 西域研究 (The
Western Regions Studies), no. 4(2019): 90-97.   More

5.  Li, Wanli 李萬里. "Jiuhu Zhaocheng Jinzang shi mo 救護趙城金藏始末" (A Study
on the Rescue of Jin Canon of Zhaocheng), Wenxian文獻, no.2(2019): 3-10.  More

6. Fu, Yiqiang 付壹強. "Qianlong Dazangjing de kanke yu liuchuan 乾隆《大藏經》的
刊刻與流傳" (The Carving,  Printing and Circulation of Qianlong Canon), Fayin 法音
(Voice of the Dharma), no. 4 (2019): 41-45.   More

7. Hu Jianyu 胡健榆. "Dazhong xiangfu fabao lu yanjiu 《大中祥符法寶錄》研
究" (Research on the Catalog of the Dharma Treasure Compiled in the Dazhong
Xiangfu Period 1008-1016), M.A. Thesis, Xihua shifan daxue 西華師範大學(China
West Normal University), 2019.  More

8. Hu Jianyu 胡健榆. "Beisong chunian zhongyin seng jiaowang qingkuang-yi
Dazhong xiangfu fabao lu wei lanben 北宋初年中印僧交往情况——以《大中祥符法宝
录》为蓝本" (The Communication between Chinese and Indian monks during the
early period of Northern Song Dynasty—based on the Catalog of the Dharma
Treasure Compiled in the Dazhong Xiangfu Period 1008-1016), Beiji guang 北极光,
no. 2(2019): 66-67.   More

9. Keyworth, George A. "Copying for the Kami-The Manuscript Set of the Buddhist
Canon Held by Matsuno’o Shrine," Japanese Journal of Religious Studies 44, no.
2(2017): 161-190.   More

10. Wang, Jie 王傑. "Ri Shi Yuanxing qinglai jingmu kaoshi日釋圓行請來經目考釋"
(An Examination on the Catalog of Buddhist Scriptures Introduced by Japanese
Monk Shi YuanXing), M.A. Thesis, Huazhong shifan daxue 華中師範大學 (Central
China Normal University), 2017.   More

11. Storch,Tanya. "Building a Buddhist Canon in Early Medieval China." The
Medieval History Journal 18, no. 1(2015): 64-86.  More

12. Park Ji-hyun. Under the Microscope: the Secrets of the Tripitaka Koreana
Woodblocks. Translated by Ji-hyun Philippa Kim, Cambridge Scholars Publishing,
2013. More 
------ Chinese version: Park Ji-hyun (朴相珍). Muke bawan Dazangjing de mimi 木刻
八萬大藏經的秘密, Translated by Kim Jae Min 金宰民 and Zhang Lin 張琳, Zhejiang
daxue chubanshe 浙江大學出版社, 2013.  More

II  Current Canon Collections in World
Libraries, Museums, and Temples

Yongle Southern Canon Preserved at Xingyuan Library of
Yulin City, Shaanxi Province 

 
     Xingyuan Library 星元圖書樓 of Yulin 瑜林 City, Shaanxi 陝西 Province
preserves a set of Yongle Southern Canon 永樂南藏. This specific edition was
printed at the request of Dinghui Monastery 定慧寺 of Yulin, Shaanxi Province,
during the fifth to sixth year (1727-1728) of the Qing Emperor Yongzheng 雍正’s
reign (1723-1735). A printing house managed by Chen Longshan 陳龍山經房 in
Nanjing was responsible for printing and binding. This set of Yongle Southern
Canon is not complete. It totals eighty-eight titles, with 1,098 volumes or 1,107
fascicles. The cataloging Qianziwen 千字文 (A Thousand Characters) starts
with the word "Han One" 寒一, containing Mahāprajñāpāramitā-sūtra, and ends
with a case of "Yu Thirteen" 魚十三, which contains Miyun Yuanwu chanshi yulu
fu nianpu 密雲圓悟禪師語錄附年譜 (The Recorded Sayings of Chan Master
Miyun Yuanwu and his chronological life). Some of the scriptures in the main
section of the canon carved during the Yongle 永樂 Era (1403-1424) were
replaced by later repaired woodblock prints because they were damaged. 
  
       For more details, please see. Lang Jing 郎菁, “Shaanxi Sheng Yulin shi
Xingyuan Tushulou cang Yongle Nanzang shulue 陝西省榆林市星元圖書樓藏<
永樂南藏>述略” (A Brief Description of Yongle Southern Canon preserved at
Xingyuan Library of Yulin City, Shaanxi Province), Wenxian 文獻, 2019 (6):117-
125.  Link

III  Auctions

1. Beijing Wenjin Ge: 2021 Spring Auction

     On March 26, Beijing Wenjin Ge 文津閣 held the 2021 Spring Auction at
Beijing International Hotel. The auction presented two masterpieces by Master
Hong’yi 弘一 (1880-1942): a hand copied scroll of Diamond Sutra and the
calligraphic work of a quotation from Huayan Jing 華嚴經 (Avataṃsaka Sūtra).
Diamond Sutra is signed by Cai Jitang 蔡吉堂, who was a lay devotee, former
vice president of the Buddhist Association of Xiamen, and also a collector. Mr.
Cai had close ties with Master Taixu 太虛(1890-1947) and Master Hong’yi 弘一.
Huayan Jing 華嚴經 is signed by Master Ruying 如影, a monk of Puji Monastery
普濟寺 in Yongchun 永春, Fujian Province. Ruying was known for
practicing asceticism after ordination. 

For more details, please see this link.

Master Hong’yi 弘一 (1880-1942)’s Calligraphy, a selected sentence from
the Huayan Jing 華嚴經, ink on paper. 
 

2. Beijing: Spring 2021 Poly International Auction
      On June 1st, 2021, Beijing Poly International Auction Co. Ltd. (保利拍賣公
司) launched its Spring Art Auctions (Preview) in Beijing. It presented a
Buddhist scripture-a fascicle of Bada jixiang ru’yi tuoluoni jing 八大吉祥如意陀
羅尼經 in one volume, with one case. The scripture was copied on a piece
of embroidery following the decree of Emperor Qianlong 乾隆 (r. 1736-1795),
the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911). The case of the scripture is in the hardboard
folding format. 
     The inside case cover is attached with yellow silk cloth, and the outside is
framed with brocaded silk satin with decorations of two bats and a phoenix. The
decoration is densely composed in elegant color. On the front, a piece of gold
paper is pasted to the upper left corner on the front, on which an ink inscription
of the title “Bada Jixiang Ruyi Tuoluoni Jing 八大吉祥如意陀羅尼經” was written
in the style of guan ge ti 館閣體, kaishu 楷書. The scripture is in sūtra-folding
format. Both the front and back covers are decorated with gold paintings. The
back cover is painted with the Eight Treasures of Buddhism. The center is
painted with a cluster of the character "Shou 壽" (longevity) surrounded by
auspicious bats flying in the clouds, symbolizing vast happiness reaching as
high as Heaven. 

For more details, please see this link.

Bada jixiang ru’yi tuoluoni jing 八大吉祥如意陀羅尼經 hand-copied on
embroidery cloth following the decree of Emperor Qianlong 乾隆 (r. 1736-1795),
the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911). 
 

3. Da fangguang huayan jing 大方廣華嚴經 (Avataṃsaka
Sūtra), copied by Li Huiyue, written on indigo paper, with
gold and silver powder.
Date: 1291 
Dimensions: 30.8x1188 cm

The following is based on the information from website. Professor Jin Chengyu
金程宇 has written an introduction.  Darui Long 龍達瑞 translated the news with
some modifications. 

     On November 20, the Beijing Poly International Auction Co.Ltd. presented a
volume of Da fangguang huayan jing 大方廣華嚴經 (Avataṃsaka Sūtra), vol.75,
copied by Guangming Chan Master Li Huiyue 光明禪師李惠月, Yuan dynasty
(1206-1368). The scripture was written on the indigo paper with both gold and
silver powder.  
  
     In ancient times, the indigo paper was rare. Only members of the royal
family or eminent monks could offer money to talented calligraphers and
painters to copy Buddhist scriptures.  Thus, such scriptures using indigo papers
with gold and silver powder are extremely rare and precious. This scripture is
one of the earliest extant hand-copied scriptures from the Yuan dynasty. The
scripture is intact with dates and donors who offered money. The calligraphy
was elegant and dignified and the frontispiece illustration was magnificent.  It is
indeed a precious artifact of Buddhism. The auction will be held on December
4, 2021. 
  
     The frontispiece illustration shows the story of Sudhanakumāra 善財童子,
who was mentioned in Avataṃsaka Sūtra. This frontispiece is not found in other
extant volumes. It is considered one of the best illustrations in the Buddhist
literature from the Yuan dynasty.  Therefore, it can fill the gap of Yuan hua
quanji 元畫全集 (A Complete Collection of Paintings of the Yuan Dynasty). 
  
     Thus, the scriptures copied by Li Huiyue are the only extant copies. They
are the earliest scriptures copied with gold-silver powder in the Yuan dynasty.
The Kyoto National Museum preserves volume 71-73 and the chapter of
Puxian xingyuan pin 普賢行愿品 (The Vows of Bodhisattva Samantabhadra).
Japanese scholar Kanda Kiichirō 神田喜一郎 (1897-1984) wrote a paper on this
collection. This newly discovered scripture is adjacent to these volumes kept in
Japan. It certainly can enhance our understanding of the scripture as a whole. 

     Li Huiyue, whose Dharma name was Guangming chan master, was a
survivor of Xixia 西夏(Tangut). He lived in the transitional period between the
Song dynasty and the Yuan dynasty. The painters were Shen Jinghu 沈鏡湖
and Shen Yingxiang 沈應祥, who were father and son.  Therefore, this
frontispiece is featured with the style of the Song dynasty. 

       Mr. Li Jining 李際寧, who is an advisor for our newsletter, made a thorough
study of Li Huiyue in his book Fojing banben 佛經版本 (Editions of the Chinese
Buddhist Canon, Jiangsu guji chubanshe 江蘇古籍出版社, 2002，p.141-147).
Li Huiyue was a native of Western Gansu Province. Huiyue 惠月 must be his
dharma name. He was born around 1221, the fourteenth year of Jiading 嘉定 in
Southern Song (1127-1279). He was captured by the Mongols at the age of
seven, perhaps in the year of 1227 when the Mongols attacked Daxing 大興
City. He went to Fozu yuan 佛祖院 to become a monk in Helan Mountain 賀蘭
山, under the guidance of Master Daoming 道明. He closely followed his master
from morning until sunset, and was quickly ordained. Afterwards, he began to
travel around, first in Northern China and then in Southern China.  He was even
appointed Buddhist registry officer in charge of Buddhist affairs in Fujian 福建
Province and Jiaxing 嘉興 prefecture in Zhejiang 浙江 Province. In the twenty-
eighth year of Zhiyuan 至元 (1291), he was appointed abbot of Wanshou chan
Monastery 萬壽禪寺 in Zhongnan Mountain 終南山, Chang’an 長安. Then he
was quite old and perhaps his life ended there. 
  
     In his later years, Li Huiyue focused on engraving and copying Buddhist
scriptures. Ten pieces of his work are found in Qisha Canon 磧砂藏 and Puning
Canon 普寧藏 with tablets inscriptions and colophons. These are important
sources to understand his style and approach. In addition, ten volumes of Da
fangguang huayan jing 大方廣華嚴經(Avataṃsaka Sūtra) copied with gold-silver
powder on indigo paper by Li Huiyue in the twenty-eighth year of Zhiyuan
(1291) are extant in China and Japan.  Baoguang Monastery 寳光寺, Xindu
County 新都县, Chengdu, has volumes 21-25. Xiyuan Monastery 西園寺,
Suzhou 蘇州, preserves volume 77. Kyoto National Museum keeps four
volumes: 71-73 and Puxian xingyuan pin 普賢行愿品  (The Vows of Bodhisattva
Samantabhadra). Private collectors have preserved volumes 79 and 80. Now
the Poly Auction is going to release volume 75 which has long been unknown
to the world.  It is certainly very precious as a newly discovered treasure of
Buddhist art.

Da fangguang huayan jing 大方廣華嚴經(Avataṃsaka Sūtra), vol.24, copied by
Li Huiyue 李惠月

Da fangguang huayan jing 大方廣華嚴經(Avataṃsaka Sūtra), preserved at
Baoguang Monastery 寳光寺, Xindu County 新都县, Sichuan Province 四川省.
Photo by Long Darui 龍達瑞.

Da fangguang huayan jing 大方廣華嚴經(Avataṃsaka Sūtra), preserved at
Baoguang Monastery 寳光寺, Xindu County 新都县, Sichuan Province 四川省.
Written with gold and silver powder. Photo by Long Darui 龍達瑞.

IV  Translation of Buddhist Scriptures

Hiroshi Kanno菅野博史, Hideyuki Matsumori松森秀幸. Gendaigo yaku
hokke gengi shakusen: one 現代語訳法華玄義釈籤：上 (Modern Translation
of Fahua xuanyi shiqian: Part One). Tōyōtetsugakukenkyūjo 東洋哲学研究
所 (The Institute of Oriental Philosophy), 2020. More 
  
      Professor Hiroshi Kanno and Associate Professor Hideyuki Matsumori from
the Department of Literature at Soka University published a modern translation
and commentary of the first part of Zhanran 湛然 (711-782)’s Fahua xuanyi
shiqian 法華玄義釈籤 (Annotation on "The Profound Meaning of the Lotus
Sutra"). This book is an annotated work on Tiantai master Zhiyi 智顗 (538-
597)’s Fahua xuanyi 法華玄義 (The Profound Meaning of the Lotus Sutra).

V  Scholar News

Professor Huang Xinchuan 黃心川（first row, fourth on the left) in a meeting of
the Editorial Committee of Zhonghua Dazangjing 中華大藏經 (Zhonghua

Buddhist Canon), November 4th, 2007.

Obituary Notice of Professor Huang Xinchuan 

Darui Long 龍達瑞

      Professor Huang Xinchuan (1928-2021) passed away at the age of 93 in
Beijing on February 20, 2021.  He was a well-known scholar of religious
studies, particularly Buddhist studies, in China. Huang actively participated in
the initial work of the construction of Zhonghua dazangjing 中華大藏經 (The
Chinese Buddhist Canon) from the early 1980s until the early twenty-first
century.  He was deputy-director of the Committee of Reprinting Yongle
Northern Canon 永樂北藏, editor-in-chief of the volume of Religions of the
Chinese Encyclopedia 中國大百科全書·宗教卷, deputy editor of Xinbian
dazangjing 新編大藏經 (A New Edition of the Chinese Buddhist Canon), and
editor-in-chief of Nanya dacidian 南亞大辭典 (A Dictionary of South Asia).  For
a long time, Huang was director of the Center for the Study of Venerable
Xuanzang, deputy director of the Institute of World Religions, and director of the
Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. His
outstanding contributions to the studies of religions and to the construction of
the Chinese Buddhist canon will benefit scholars both at home and abroad in
future generations. 
       Professor Huang researched Indian philosophy and Indian Buddhism, thus
filling the gaps of Indian studies in China.  He also made in-depth studies on
Buddhism in East Asia.  His long paper "Buddhist Interaction between China
and Korean Peninsula during the Sui and Tang Dynasties: A Survey of Korean
Monk Visitors in China" provided valuable information about the
communications between the two countries.  Two of his students, Dr. Fang
Guangchang 方廣錩 and Dr. Darui Long, are actively engaged in the study of
Chinese Buddhist canons.

VI  Research Notes

Collection of Records of Wood-printed Tablet Inscription in
Jingshan Canon and Its Indexing and Compilation 

 
Li Guoqing 李國慶 

 
     Jingshan Canon 徑山藏, also known as Jiaxing Canon 嘉興藏, is an edition
of the Buddhist canon constructed by common people. In other words, it was
not an Imperial Court edition. This project was initiated by Master Zibo Zhenke
紫柏真可 (1543-1603) during the late Ming and early Qing periods. The main
section of Jingshan Canon used Yongle Northern Canon as the master copy
with supplementation of five classic scriptures. Xuzang 續藏 (Supplement to
Jiaxing Canon) and Youxuzang 又續藏 (the Second Supplement to Jiaxing
Canon) of Jingshan Canon incorporated five hundred titles of works that were
not previously included in Buddhist canons. Therefore, the whole collection of
Jingshan Canon contains altogether 2,090 titles of scriptures, totaling 12,600
volumes. This edition of the Buddhist canon, therefore, is well-known for
incorporating the largest number of volumes of scriptures in the history of
Chinese Buddhism. 
      In the process of raising funds for the printing of Jingshan Canon, Yu Yuli 于
玉立(?-1621), one of the initiators, proposed the approach of raising a huge
amount of funds from one or two donors in the Wuzhong 吳中 area to quickly
finish the printing project. Master Zibo, however, adopted the method of
"guangmu" 廣募 (raising funds universally) to receive donations from the public
so that the merits of printing the Buddhist canon could be universally enjoyed
by the general public. The printing of Jingshan Canon was finally carried out in
the format of “guangmu” as Zibo proposed. This fund-raising method enabled
believers from different places in Southern and Northern regions of China to
join the process of carving and printing of Jingshan Canon during the one-
hundred years it took to complete. "paiji" 牌記 (tablet inscriptions) from the
canon recorded their donations, which become one of the significant features of
Jingshan Canon. 
      Jingshan Canon has more than 8,000 tablet inscriptions, dating from the
seventh year of the Wanli 萬曆 Era of Ming (1579) to the first year of Emperor
Yongzheng 雍正’s reign (1723). Those inscriptions record information including
the donor’s name, official position, place of origin, reasons for donation, title for
sponsored scripture, fascicle number, number of words, number of tablets, the
amount of silver tael required, the name of the proofreaders, carvers, and their
birthplaces, time, and place of the carving. These factual details from the tablet
inscriptions provide valuable information that can benefit scholars in the fields
of sociology, economics, the history of printing, the history of religion, the
bibliographical study of ancient books, as well as the history of handicraft. 
      Tablet inscriptions from Jingshan Canon provide materials for the study of
Jingshan Canon and other fields of research in many ways. 
       1. The process of carving Jingshan Canon spanned a long period, during
which the location of the carving project was changed several times. By sorting
out the time and location recorded in tablet inscriptions, scholars can solve two
main issues in the study of Jingshan Canon: the time of engraving and location. 
      2. As recorded in the inscriptions of Jingshan Canon, the sponsors included
officials, merchants, farmers, regional princes, eunuchs, local gentries,
celebrities, monks, monasteries, as well as the initiators of Jingshan Canon,
and carvers. The donors were from different social backgrounds and covered
various social levels during the late Ming and early Qing periods. They
expressed various wishes for the carving project, which objectively reflected
how Buddhism spread in these regions and demonstrated diversified social
customs. 
      3. The tablet inscriptions of Jingshan Canon recorded the information about
the carvers in a relatively thorough manner, which is unique in the Buddhist
tradition in construction of the canon. Those data about the carvers constitute a
giant treasure trove for the study of the history of carvers in the Ming and Qing
periods, and the history of woodblock printing. 
      4. The tablet inscriptions of Jingshan Canon contain a large amount of
information on “gongjia yin 工價銀”(worker’s wage) and “gongliao yin 工料銀”
(supply cost). Such information is the most direct and comprehensive evidence
for the study on the economic situation of Jingshan Canon, such as the fund
raising and the cost of carving.
      5. Information about people from various research areas in the tablet
inscriptions could offer valuable source material for the study of those areas
and those people. For example, the proofreaders include Wang Kentang 王肯
堂 (1552-1638), an expert in both medicine and Buddhist study; Qu Ruji 瞿汝稷
(1548-1610), who was a well-known scholar; Qian Qianyi 钱谦益 (1582-1664),
who was a well-known scholar-official; Mao Jin 毛晉(1599-1659), who was a
famous bibliophile, collector and publisher, and so on. These records
undoubtedly could provide tremendous benefit for the study of those people
and their areas of specialty.  
      In this book, we compiled a comprehensive index of the records in the
tablet inscriptions of Jingshan Canon, including titles of scriptures, names of
carvers, names of people who copied the scriptures, donors’ names, and
birthplaces, and so on. 
      This book was published by Guojia tushuguan chubanshe 國家圖書館出版
社 (National Library Press) in October 2016. 
  
Information about Author Li Guoqing 李國慶: 
Li Guoqing 李國慶 
Workplace: Level-Two Research Librarian at Tianjin Library 天津圖書館,
currently retired. 
E-mail: ttlswx@163.com 
Cell phone: 136-4202-5512
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